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Abstract
The purpose of this study is to examine the effect of high-trust background music on
customers’ trust in a service provider. High-trust music is music that conveys trust by having
a warm, rich and comforting sound. Furthermore, the possible mediating effect of
customers’ feelings of safety and the possible interaction effect of music with perceived risk
were studied. It was hypothesized that high-trust music increases customers’ trust, that this
relationship is mediated by feelings of safety and that this mediation is greater when high
levels of risk are perceived. A quantitative study involving 132 respondents was conducted.
The hypotheses were tested using a Mann-Whitney U test and Model 4 and Model 7 of the
PROCESS macro by Hayes (2017). All three hypotheses were rejected based on the output.
After additional analyses were carried out, however, two effects were found to be
significant: the direct effect of perceived risk on trust and the direct effect of feelings of
safety on trust. Even though the original hypotheses were rejected, this thesis contributes to
the literature discussion regarding high-trust music in service settings.
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1. Introduction
Music is (and has always been) a fundamental aspect of human culture (Mithen,
2006; Patel, 2010). Music accentuates our day-to-day lives and is present in a broad range of
activities (Clark et al., 2016; Levitin, 2006). It is such a crucial aspect in our lives that the
philosopher Friedrich Nietzsche famously declared, ‘Without music, life would be a mistake’
(Terry et al., 2020).
Moreover, music is played by retailers in retail stores (Michel et al., 2017; Anwar et
al., 2020). Retailers want to create a pleasant and exciting shopping atmosphere so that they
eventually achieve a competitive advantage over their competitors (Baker et al., 1992;
Dawson et al., 1990; Roschk et al., 2017; Sherman & Smith, 1986; Sherman et al., 1997; Tai &
Fung, 1997). Furthermore, retailers attempt to positively influence customers’ cognitive,
behavioural and emotional responses by playing music (Jain & Bagdare, 2011).
The effects of music in retail environments are well understood. However, this
connection is not so well understood in service environments, while not completely
unknown. For example, the results of two studies conducted by Morin et al. (2007) show
that background music in service environments influences service outcomes, such as service
evaluations and purchase intentions. Furthermore, findings by Oakes (2003) reveal that
background music can affect temporal perception (e.g., perceived minus actual wait
duration), and that the right music significantly enhances affective responses (satisfaction,
relaxation and expectations).
In addition, music can affect the evaluation issues that the intangibility of services
presents. Mitchell and Greatorex (1993) see this intangibility as the most important
difference between services and products. Pleger Bebko (2000) argues that the intangibility
of services can lead to evaluation problems for the customer because physical evidence of
the service is missing. The intangibility of services makes it difficult for customers to evaluate
the service due to the lack of evidence. Hoffman and Turley (2002) state that this problem
can be diminished by atmospherics, such as music. This is because music has ‘the means of
providing the “evidence” that assists customers in making evaluations of services’ (Hoffman
& Turley, 2002, p. 35). Furthermore, music can increase someone’s feeling of safety (Sayin et
al., 2015). This is especially important in services because the intangibility of these services
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leads to more perceived risk and uncertainty (Mitchell & Greatorex, 1993), which leads to a
relatively low feeling of safety.
Even though music can diminish the intangibility issues, services are still more
difficult to evaluate than products. Therefore, the customers are often forced to rely on an
intuitive assessment of the service and trust in the provider to deliver the promised
outcomes (Valtakoski, 2015).
The literature shows that the intangibility of services leads to less evidence on which
the customer can evaluate the service prior to the occurrence of the service (Pleger Bebko,
2000). In addition, intangibility is an antecedent to perceived risk and uncertainty in a service
(Mitchell & Greatorex, 1993). Due to this risk, uncertainty and difficult evaluation, the
customer must trust the service provider that the promised outcomes will be delivered
(Valtakoski, 2015). Music can increase trust in the service provider by enhancing a
customer’s feeling of safety and by helping customers to make evaluations of services
(Hoffman & Turley, 2002).
Music can affect customers’ trust in a service, and this trust is needed due to the risk
each service entails. Whether this effect is different when there is a high degree compared
to a low degree of risk has not, to the author’s knowledge, been explored. Therefore, in this
thesis, the relationship of music to customer trust will be coupled with the degree of risk
embodied in a service. In addition, this study will examine how the difference in degree of
risk presents itself. Furthermore, this thesis will focus on the feeling of safety as a mediating
variable in the relationship between music and customer trust.
In light of the above, this thesis investigates whether the presence (versus absence)
of high-trust music in a virtual and digital service encounter affects customers’ trust in the
service provider. In addition, this thesis explores whether this effect is mediated by
customers’ feelings of safety. Moreover, accounting for different perceptions of service risk,
this thesis examines whether high compared to low levels of perceived risk in a service
moderate the outlined effect.
This gives rise to the following research questions:
What is the relationship between the presence of high-trust music in service
environments and customers’ trust in the service provider? How is this relationship
5

mediated by customers’ feelings of safety? Lastly, to what extent does this relationship differ
in high levels of perceived risk settings compared to low levels of perceived risk settings?
This study intends to inform service practitioners and the theory regarding service
atmospherics by providing both practical and theoretical contributions. This study aims to
provide service organisations insights into how they could use music as a strategic tool to
increase customers’ trust in their services. Moreover, this study aims to contribute to both
music literature and service literature as it focuses on trust; it will do this by expanding the
research on trust by manipulating background music in service scenarios.
First, this thesis contributes to the literature regarding the effect of music on
customers’ perceptions of trust. North and Hargreaves show in their article (1998) that
further research on this topic is desirable. The present thesis strives to contribute to the
current literature by diving deeper into the effect of music on customers’ perceptions of
trust in service settings and by focussing on similar service settings with different levels of
perceived risk.
Second, this research investigates the role of atmospheric cues on establishing
situational trust in a service encounter by focussing on one specific atmospheric cue: music.
It contributes to the literature regarding the role of atmospheric cues for establishing
situational trust in a service encounter and adds to prior studies which have shown that the
presence of music can positively relate to situational trust (Cheng et al., 2009; Faizabadi et
al., 2018; Sayin et al., 2015). The effect of music on situational trust will be examined for
service settings that differ in the customer’s perceived level of risk.
This proposal is structured as follows: first, the concepts of trust, services and
perceived risk in services are further conceptualized and defined. Second, music is discussed
in more depth. Third, the research sample and procedure, the measures, and the analytical
approach of the present study are explained in the methodology. Next, the results of the
study are elaborated and the hypotheses are answered. Lastly, the conclusion, theoretical
implications, practical recommendations and limitations of this thesis are discussed. The
thesis then ends with a self-reflection.
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2. Literature review and conceptual development
As mentioned before, for the purpose of the clarity, it is important to elaborate on
the leading concepts in current studies. First, a more in-depth discussion of trust in relation
to music will be presented. Second, there will be a further elaboration on service
environments. Lastly, the perceived riskiness of services will be explained.

2.1.

Effects of music on customers

Just as colour (Bellizzi & Hite, 1992), scent (Michon et al., 2005), lightning (Areni &
Kim, 1994) and crowding (Machleit et al., 2000), music is an atmospheric variables that can
affect customer behaviour in a buying environment. Kotler (1974) argues that these
environments can be designed to evoke specific emotions in customers; customers are
affected by the ‘total product’, which includes the atmosphere of the buying environment.
This atmosphere should affect customers and their behaviour in a way that benefits
the party playing the music. For example, music can be played for establishing a desired
mood in a restaurant by enhancing multisensory experiences (Kemp et al., 2019). Music also
affects the customers’ responses towards their retail environment (Jain & Bagdare, 2011).
Music can affect cognitive responses, such as post-shopping evaluations (Sweeney & Wyber,
2002) and behavioural influences, such as the time spent in the store (Broekemier et al.,
2008; Garlin & Owen, 2006; Lin & Wu, 2006). Music has been proven to positively affect
emotional responses (Alpert & Alpert, 1990; Bruner, 1990; Lin & Wu, 2006).
Aside from studies that examine the effect music has on customers in stores, other
studies are important to discuss in this thesis. First, Sayin et al. (2015) show that music can
enhance people’s feelings of safety in public areas, even when these areas are perceived as
being unsafe. Furthermore, their results show that an increase in perceived safety has a
positive effect on customers’ satisfaction and even raises customers’ willingness to purchase
(Sayin et al., 2015). Second, it is demonstrated that music reduces anxiety and stress during
hospitalization (Cooke et al., 2005; Tansik & Routhieaux, 1999). Sayin et al. (2015) also
mention levels of anxiety and stress. They see anxiety and stress as factors that diminish
feelings of safety.
The studies showing that music increases feelings of safety (Sayin et al., 2015) while
decreasing stress (Cooke et al., 2005) and anxiety (Cooke et al., 2005; Tansik & Routhieaux,
7

1999) have not yet been recreated in service settings. This does not mean that these studies
are not of value in service settings. The contrary is true. It is of great importance that the
customer feels safe and does not feel stressed or anxious. When the customer is anxious,
stressed or feels unsafe, it will become almost impossible to sell a service.
Research studying the effect of music in service environments has found that music
affects cognitive responses, such as expectations (Areni, 2003). In addition, the results of
two studies conducted by Morin et al. (2007) show that background music in service
environments influences service outcomes, such as service evaluation and purchase
intention. Furthermore, the results of a study by Oakes (2003) indicate that background
music can affect temporal perception (e.g., perceived minus actual wait duration) and
affective responses, such as expectations, relaxation and satisfaction.
Another effect of music in service environments is that it can offer evidence on which
customers may base their decisions (Hoffman & Turley, 2002). This is especially of interest in
service environments because services lack physical evidence (unlike products) due to
intangibility (Pleger Bebko, 2000). Overall, the goal of background music in service
environments is to influence customer behaviour (Burghelea et al., 2015).

2.2.

Trust

The intangibility of services makes it difficult for customers to evaluate the service
prior to purchase and, therefore, customers are often forced to rely on an intuitive
assessment of the service and trust in the provider to deliver the promised outcomes
(Valtakoski, 2015). A second problem of intangibility is that it leads to an increase in
perceived customer risk and uncertainty (Mitchell & Greatorex, 1993).
According to Pleger Bebko (2000), the intangibility of services leads to less evidence
on which the customer can evaluate the service on and Mitchel and Gretorex (1993) argue
that intangibility is an antecedent of perceived risk and uncertainty. Because of the risk,
uncertainty and harder evaluation, the customer has to trust the service (Valtakoski, 2015).
Trust has been defined as existing when one party has confidence in the reliability
and integrity of the other party (Morgan & Hunt, 1994) or as ‘a psychological state
composing the intention to accept vulnerability based on expectations of the intentions or
8

behaviour of another’ (Rousseau et al., 1998, p. 395). Furthermore, trust is needed to ensure
long-term loyalty, while high service quality is not always enough for service providers to be
able to retain their customers (Heskett et al., 1994; Schneider & Bowen, 1999).
Trust has the ability to stimulate the emotional linkages necessary to create a longlasting and effective relationship (Johnson & Grayson, 2005). Roberts-Lombards and Du
Plessis (2012) go a step further and state that trust must be perceived by both parties for a
relationship to even exist.
Along with these various definitions of trust, there are also several different
conceptualizations of trust. Trust can be seen as something that occurs in ongoing and
repetitive service interactions or as something that is built on knowledge from previous
service interactions. Alternately, trust can exist when having the first (and possibly the last)
interaction with the service provider. This last conceptualization – trust built by momentary
perceptions – is the most suitable for the context of the present study. This type of trust is
called emotional trust (Kim & Park, 2013). McAllister (1995) conceptualizes emotional trust
as represented by a single social experience, and it is this type of trust that is important in
the present study.
In regard to the difference between the effects of music in retail and service settings,
previous research has found that music is more efficient in influencing customer responses
in service settings rather than physical retail settings (Roschk et al., 2017). Since trust is
particularly important in service settings, this study will employ an experiment that focusses
on the effect of high-trust music in a service. . The conceptualization of high-trust music is
based on personal communication with Dr. M. Imschloss. High-trust music is a sound that
conveys trust by having both a warm, rich and comforting sound and an inspiring, upbeat
and cheerful sound.
As mentioned earlier, music can increase feelings of safety (Sayin et al, 2015) and
decrease levels of stress (Cook et al., 2005) and anxiety (Cooke et al., 2005; Tansik &
Routhieaux, 1999). Sayin et al. (2015) view stress and anxiety as factors that diminish
feelings of safety. Therefore, in this thesis, the feeling of safety will be seen as a variable that
includes low levels of anxiety and stress. Furthermore, it is expected that feelings of safety
are positively related to a customers’ trust in service providers. This is because trust is a
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state in which a customer accepts vulnerability (Rousseau et al., 1998), and the acceptance
of vulnerability is thought to be more likely in a safe place than in an unsafe place. In
addition to the indirect effect of music on trust, it is expected that music can affect
customers’ trust because music can improve behavioural, emotional and cognitive responses
(Jain & Bagdare, 2011). It is likely that music will have a similar effect on trust as on other
emotional responses. This leads to the following hypotheses:
Hypothesis 1: The presence (versus absence) of high-trust music in a service
environment will increase customers’ trust in the service provider.
Hypothesis 2: The effect of music on customers’ trust in the service provider will be
mediated by customers’ feelings of safety.

2.3.

Service risk

There is risk in every service because the distinguishing characteristics of services entail
perceived risk by increasing the uncertainty component of a purchase (Mitchell & Greatorex,
1993, p. 179). These distinguishing characteristics are intangibility, heterogeneity,
perishability and inseparability (Mitchell & Greatorex, 1993; Thongplean, 2012).
The intangibility of a service is that a service cannot be touched or felt; thus, it lacks
physical representation (Huoatari & Hamari, 2012). The heterogeneity (or variability) of a
service refers to the fact that, if the same service is provided multiple times by the same
provider, some variance could still exist between the services (Octavia, 2017). The
perishability of services is defined by Magembe and Njuguna (2019) as the aspect that
‘implies that the services cannot be stored or inventoried’ (p. 59). Lastly, the inseparability
risk means that the production and consumption of the service cannot be separated
(Amofah, 2015).
Ennew and Sekhon (2007, p. 62) mention that ‘trust depends on the existence of risk – if
the outcomes of a particular action are certain, then there would be no need to trust’. The
degree of perceived risk by a customer relates to the trust needed in a service relationship. A
higher degree of trust is needed when there is a higher degree of perceived risk, and no trust
is needed when there is no perceived risk. Mitchell and Greatorex (1993) conclude that
there is a certain degree of risk in every service activity. They found that the amount of
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perceived risk increases when there is more money involved in a service: an investment of
€500 will be perceived as less risky than an investment of €10,000, if all the other factors are
equal. Furthermore, Kaplan and Garrick (1980) conceptualize risk as the combination of
uncertainty and the loss that might be caused. This means that the investment of €10,000 is
riskier than the investment of €500 because a customer is more vulnerable when losing the
first investment than when the smaller investment is lost.
A greater investment leads to more perceived risk, and this risk leads to increased
vulnerability of the customer. This increased vulnerability will only be accepted by the
customer when the service provider is trusted. Trust is the state in which someone accepts
vulnerability (Rousseau et al., 1998). Therefore, trust is more important for high-risk services
where customers are vulnerable than for safer services where customers are less vulnerable.
Due to the fact that trust is more important for high-risk services than for low-risk
services, it is expected that the importance of music on trust is greater for high-risk services
than for low-risk services. This expectation is substantiated by the fact that high-trust music
cannot affect customers who already feel completely safe due to the lack of risk in the
service. On the other hand, music can have a significant impact on customers who feel
unsafe at first (Sayin et al., 2015).
It is hypothesized that the effect of music on trust is mediated by customers’ feelings of
safety. The moderating effect of service risk affects the relationship of music to customers’
feelings of safety. It is expected that the effect of music on customers’ feelings of safety will
be heightened when there is more risk involved in the service. This leads to the following
hypothesis:
Hypothesis 3: The degree of perceived service risk will moderate the effect of the
presence of high-trust music (versus the absence of music) on customers’ feelings of safety.
The relationship between the presence of music in a service environment and customers’
feelings of safety will be stronger in services with a high degree of perceived risk.

2.4.

Conceptual model

Based on this theoretical framework, the conceptual model may be seen below:
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Figure 1: Conceptual model

3. Methodology
In this segment of the thesis, the research methodology will be discussed. First, the
method used will be discussed. Second, the measures used in the research will be revealed.
Third, the intended data analysis procedure applied will be discussed. Next, the sample and
the data sources will be explained. Lastly, the way in which research ethics were addressed
will be elucidated.

3.1.

Design

The present study was conducted using a virtual digital experiment. Due to COVID-19,
this was the best option for a study with an experimental design. An independent measures
static group comparison research design was used (Campbell & Stanley, 1963), meaning that
one group that was exposed to X was compared to another group that was not exposed to X.
The X in this case is the presence of high-trust background music in a video. In the beginning
of the survey, a one-and-a-half-minute-long video was shown in which a financial adviser
explained what she could do for her clients. One group of respondents could only hear the
voice of the financial adviser, while the other group could hear background music as well.
Comparing the responses of the group that was exposed to this background music versus the
group that was not tested whether the presence of high-trust music can lead to an increase
in trust, if this effect is moderated by perceived risk and if this effect is mediated by feelings
of safety.
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Furthermore, two different scenarios were created in which the amount of the
financial investment differed. The scenarios involve a financial adviser recommending an
investment of either €500 or €10,000. According to Mitchell and Greatorex (1993), this
difference in investment should lead to a difference in perceived risk due to the increase in
the amount of money involved in the service. The purpose of the difference in financial
investment amounts was to affect the perceived risk.
Assuming that the level of investment has a significant effect on perceived risk, it
became important to compare the two groups contemplating the different investments.
These analyses have a 2x2 between-subject design. However, since the amount of
investment was not found to significantly affect the perceived risk, the present study did not
compare the investments by amount. The only comparison made in this study was between
the group exposed to background music and the group not exposed to background music.
The levels of investment were eliminated as relevant factors. Therefore, the analyses have a
between-subject design with two groups. In the experiment, the presence of music was
manipulated. The variables customers’ perceived risk, feelings of safety and trust in a service
provider were measured through the online survey. A full overview of this survey can be
found in Appendix A.

3.2.

Measures

It proved crucial to measure trust, perceived risk and feelings of safety in a valid way
for this thesis. For this reason, measurements were used that were already proven to be
valid in other scientific research. To measure customers’ trust, the measurement by Kennedy
et al. (2001) that measures customers’ trust in a salesperson was used. This measurement
was chosen for the following reasons: first, the measurement focusses on situational trust
instead of trust based on an already existing relationship. Second, although the
measurement actually measures the trust in a salesperson, it can easily be adjusted to the
context of this study so as to capture trust in a service provider. Moreover, a salesperson is
someone who must be trusted before the sale is completed; this is the same for a service
provider.
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The eight statements of the measurement by Kennedy et al. (2001) are measured on
a seven-point Likert scale and range from one (strongly disagree) to seven (strongly agree).
The word ‘salesperson’ is replaced in every question by the words ‘service provider’. The
following statements were used in this study: (1) I believe what this service provider says
and that she would not try to take advantage of the customer; (2) she is straightforward and
honest even though her interests are involved; (3) the service provider is reliable because
she is mainly concerned with the customers’ interests, rather than her own; (4) generally
speaking, you do not have to worry at all in dealing with her; (5) anyone could completely
trust this service provider; (6) the service provider would tell a lie if she could gain by it; (7)
she has standards regarding honesty and morality and would stick to them in a difficult
situation; (8) this service provider can be trusted: she really looks out for the customer.
Statement six was reversed; a high score on this statement meant that the
respondent does not trust the service provider. This item was used to reduce the dangers of
response bias, such as acquiescence (Wong et al., 2003). Before conducting the analyses, this
item was reverse scored, so all items are consistent with each other in terms of what an
agreement or disagreement means for the level of trust in the service provider.
A reliability analysis was conducted to assess the internal consistency of the
measurement scale for trust. A scale is internally consistent if the Cronbach’s Alpha is above
the threshold of .7 (Hair et al., 2018). The items were internally consistent, as the Cronbach’s
Alpha was .87.
Three dimensions were used to measure perceived risk in a service. These
dimensions were financial risk, psychological risk and overall risk. The first and second
dimensions are based on Murphy and Enis (1986) and overall risk is based on Jacoby and
Kaplan (1972). These dimensions are defined as follows: financial risk is the risk that a
customer will lose their money because the product does not satisfy their expectations;
psychological risk is the risk that making a wrong choice might have a negative effect on a
customer’s ego; overall perceived risk is the perceived risk when all possible factors are
considered (Jacoby & Kaplan, 1972). It is hypothesized that the level of perceived risk
moderates the relationship of background music with customers’ feelings of safety.
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For measuring these three dimensions, six statements were selected. The statements
used to measure financial risk were the following: (1) I think that I will lose money if I accept
this service; (2) if I accept this service, I would think that the financial investment that I
would make would be wise; and (3), if I accept this service, I would be concerned that I
would not get my money’s worth. Statement two is reverse worded here and was reverse
coded before conducting the analyses. The statements used to measure psychological risk
were the following: (1) the thought of purchasing this service makes me feel uncomfortable,
and (2) I am afraid of feeling dissatisfied or frustrated when I accept this service. Neither of
these statements were reverse worded. The statement used to measure overall perceived
risk was the following: on the whole, considering all factors combined, I would say that it is
risky to accept this service offer.
These statements were based on prior research regarding perceived risk, such as
Espejel et al. (2009), Jaboby and Kaplan (1972) and Laroche et al. (2004). These studies did
not examine perceived risk in service environments; rather, the statements were adjusted in
such a way that the core of the statement was the same as it became applicable for the
present study. Furthermore, all the items were adjusted in the statements and were
measured on a seven-point Likert scale ranging from one (strongly disagree) to seven
(strongly agree). A reliability analysis was conducted to assess the internal consistency of the
measurement scale for risk. The items were internally consistent, as the Cronbach’s Alpha
was .84. Therefore, no items were deleted.
To measure the feelings of safety, the scale by Sayin et al. (2015) was used in a
slightly adjusted manner to suit the service environment context of the present study. This
five-point scale measures feelings of worry, tension, comfort, safety and loneliness. The
feeling of loneliness was excluded in this study because it is applicable to a minimum for
measuring feelings of safety in service environments. The scales were adjusted to a ten-point
semantic differential scale. These scales placed worried, tense, comfortable and safe on one
side, and carefree, relaxed, uncomfortable and unsafe on the other side. Comfortable and
safe were reverse worded in the survey and reverse coded before conducting the analyses.
A reliability analysis was conducted to assess the internal consistency of the
measurement scale for feelings of safety. The items were internally consistent, as the
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Cronbach’s Alpha was .83. Therefore, no items were deleted. The SPSS output of the
reliability analyses of trust, perceived risk and feelings of safety can be found in Appendix B.
Lastly, demographic data were gathered and questions to check for performed
manipulation were asked. The gathering of demographic data means that questions were
asked about gender, age, level of education and employment status. The questions posed to
check for manipulation were as follows: (1) did you watch the whole video attentively?; (2)
did you hear background music in the video?; and (3), how much money did you have to
invest in the scenario?

3.3.

Procedure

The objective of this research was to test for significant mean differences. This was
first accomplished by testing if there was a significant difference in trust when high-trust
music played in the background compared to when no music played. By analysing the data
of this test, it was possible to answer hypothesis 1. Second, a test was conducted in which
the mediating effect of customers’ feelings of safety was included in the effect of
background music on trust. Third, the moderating effect of perceived risk was included.
Thus, the interacting effects of perceived risk and background soundscape on customers’
feelings of safety were included. The third test examined if the effect of background music
on customers’ feelings of safety was affected by the level of perceived risk.
There were two possible ways to test the first hypothesis. The first possibility was to
conduct an ANOVA. An ANOVA can be conducted when the dataset is normally distributed
(Hair et al., 2018). The other possible way to test the first hypothesis was with a MannWhitney U test. This is a non-parametric test, which does not assume a normally distributed
dataset (Hair et al., 2018). For the first hypothesis, the effect of the presence versus absence
of high-trust music on customers’ trust was tested. The dependent variable was trust; this
was measured on a seven-point Likert scale and, therefore, it could be seen as a metrical
variable (Hair et al., 2018). For testing the second hypothesis, model 4 of the PROCESS macro
developed by Hayes et al. (2017) was used. The independent variable of the main effect was
the presence versus absence of music, and the mediating variable was customers’ feelings of
safety. Lastly, for testing the third hypothesis, model 7 of the PROCESS macro was used. The
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independent variable of the main effect was again the presence versus absence of music.
The mediating variable was customers’ feelings of safety, and the moderating variable was
the level of perceived risk.

3.4.

Sample and data sources

To successfully conduct quantitative research, enough respondents were needed.
According to Hair et al. (2018), an ANOVA test needs a sample size of at least 30 respondents
in each group. The program G*Power was used to calculate the required total sample size.
An ANOVA with fixed effects, special effects, main effects and interactions was conducted.
An effect size of .25, an error probability of .05 and a power of .80 was desired. In this
ANOVA, the numerator df was (2-1), and it had two groups. There were two groups because
no significant correlation was found between the amount of investment and perceived risk,
which will be further elaborated in the next chapter. For this reason, there were only two
different scenarios: a scenario with music and a scenario without music. The G*Power
analysis resulted in a required sample size of 128. Therefore, this thesis aimed to obtain at
least 128 respondents, with at least 30 respondents in both groups. It was likely that some
respondents would fail the manipulation tests and therefore need to be excluded from the
study.
In total, 140 respondents completed the survey. Five responses were deleted
because they admitted that they did not watch the video attentively. Three responses were
deleted because they completed the survey in less than 107 seconds, which is faster than
the video itself. This means that 132 responses were valid. Out of these 132 responses, 69 of
the respondents watched the video with high-trust background music, while 63 respondents
did not have any background music in their video. The number of male and female
respondents was almost equal, with 50.7% being male and 48.5% being female. One
respondent identified their gender as ‘other’ (0.8%).
Most respondents were between 18 and 30 years of age (68.2%) and attended either
a university of applied sciences (37.1%) or a general university (31.1%). The majority of the
respondents were either students (52.3%) or had full-time jobs (35.6%).
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When using ANOVA, it is critical to fulfil the ANOVA assumptions. These assumptions
are normality, independence of errors, independence of scores and homogeneity, and these
assumptions will all be explained according to Hair et al. (2018).
ANOVA is based on the F-statistic, and the F-statistic requires that the dependent
variable be normally distributed in each group. This was tested by examining the ShapiroWilk test. The result of the Shapiro-Wilk test was that the trust scores deviated from
normality, as W(131) = .975, p = .015. This means that the normality of the dataset could not
be assumed. Therefore, a Mann-Whitney U test was used to test the first hypothesis. While
this test does not assume a normally distributed dataset, it can still determine if there are
statistically significant differences between two groups (MacFarland & Yates, 2016).
The independence of errors and the independence of scores is not measurable with a
certain test. These two assumptions can only be satisfied by correctly randomising the
gathering of respondents. This was achieved by setting no requirements for participating in
this survey and by randomising which respondents would be assigned to which group.
Lastly, the assumption of homogeneity regards the variances of the distributions in
the population and assumes that these are equal. This was tested by the Levene’s test of
homogeneity, in which the significance value must be above. 05. Levene’s test showed that
the variances are equal, as F(1,129) = 1.177, p = .185.
The assumptions of Hayes PROCESS macro (2017) are the same as that of a multiple
regression analysis, while the PROCESS macro uses regression models. According to Hair et
al. (2018), the assumptions of multiple regressions analyses are normality, linearity,
homoscedasticity and independence of error terms. Furthermore, data were tested for
multicollinearity and outliers.
The assumption of normality was already tested using the Shapiro-Wilk test. The
result of the Shapiro-Wilk test was that the scores of trust deviated from normality, as
W(131) = .975, p = .015. Fortunately, PROCESS generates bias-corrected confidence intervals
by default (Hayes, 2012). Therefore, the PROCESS macro was used, even though the
assumption of normality was not met.
Linearity was examined by looking to the P-P plot. All the points on this plot were on
or close to the comparison line. Therefore, linearity can be assumed.
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Homoscedasticity was examined by inspecting the scatterplot. Homoscedasticity can
be assumed when the pattern of the plot has a rectangular shape. This was the case for the
scatterplot, so homoscedasticity can be assumed.
Independence of error terms was examined by scrutinizing the scatterplot again. The
pattern in the plot was random, which suggests independence of error terms. Therefore,
independence of error terms can be assumed.
Multicollinearity of the different predictor variables was tested by examining the
tolerance values. As the tolerance values were all far above .2, the absence of
multicollinearity can be assumed.
Lastly, the possibility of outliers was examined by looking to the boxplot of the
dependent variable. Respondent 38 and respondent 97 possessed scores on the variable of
trust that were seen as outliers. After deleting these respondents’ results, respondent 95
became an outlier as well. After deleting respondent 95, all outliers were eliminated. The
SPSS output of the analyses to test the assumptions of ANOVA and Hayes PROCESS macro
(2017) can be found in Appendix C.

3.5.

Research ethics

It is crucial to contemplate multiple ethical considerations in scientific research. This
ensures that no harm occurs to the respondents and that all respondents have made the
informed choice to assist the researcher (Polonsky & Waller, 2018). The ethical
considerations that are important for this present research are voluntary participation,
informed consent, confidentiality, anonymity and adequately communicating the results.
The potential for harm was excluded as an ethical consideration for this research because it
was extremely unlikely that harm would befall the respondents in this study, due to its
online nature. Instead, the right to withdraw consent was added to the ethical
considerations based on the General Data Protection Regulation (Promotional Products
Associations International, 2018).
Voluntary participation was ensured by not forcing respondents to participate in the
research. It was made clear to the respondents that ‘they are under no obligation to do so
and that there will be no negative consequences for them if they do not assist in the
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research’ (Polonsky & Waller, 2018, p. 58). The ethical conditions concerning informed
consent were ensured in multiple ways: the informed consent was obtained online and a
copy of the information that was presented to the subject is kept. In addition, the completed
online survey and corresponding time stamp are kept on record.
Informed consent was requested in an explicit and clear way by first providing the
information about the research and the purposes of processing personal data before
requesting consent. Afterwards, the respondent had to explicitly confirm that they read the
provided information and that they agree to the use, publishing and sharing of the provided
information. This consent could be withdrawn by the respondent easily at any time, without
any reason given (Promotional Products Associations International, 2018). At the end of the
experiment, the true purpose of the study was disclosed to all participants; even then, the
consent could be withdrawn by a respondent.
The ethical considerations of confidentiality and anonymity were ensured by the
complete anonymity of the respondents. Anonymity requires that the researchers do not
know who the respondents are (Polonsky & Waller, 2018). This is achieved by not asking the
name or date of birth of each respondent. Furthermore, no questions were asked that would
put anonymity at risk.
Lastly, the communication of the results was done in an ethical way to avoid
plagiarism and academic fraud. Plagiarism was avoided by referencing the ideas of other
researchers in the appropriate APA style. There is a clear distinction between the
contribution of the present thesis and the studies of others (Polonsky & Waller, 2018).
Academic fraud was avoided by a clear and honest presentation of what was accomplished:
no data or results were fabricated, and no inaccurate conclusions were purposely presented
(Polonsky & Waller, 2018). Furthermore, all respondents have been notified that they can
request the results when the thesis has been completed.

4. Results
In this chapter, the results of all the analyses performed will be discussed. First, the
expected influence of the amount of investment on perceived risk will be examined. Second,
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the analyses that were needed for testing the hypotheses will be elaborated. Third,
additional analyses will be discussed. For all the statistical tests, an alpha level of.05 was
used.

4.1.

Manipulation test

The goal of the first test was to examine whether the manipulation of the financial
investment had an effect on the perceived risk of the respondents. This was done by carrying
out an ANOVA test. The results of the Shapiro-Wilk test indicate that the variable risk is
normally distributed (W(127) = .988, p = .367). The Levene’s test for homogeneity of
variances was met, as F(1,125) = .237, p = .627.
The test to meaure whether the manipulation was effective, was performed by
examining descriptive statistics and by carrying out an ANOVA test. The mean of perceived
risk for respondents who had to invest €500 was 3.77 (SD = .92). This was slightly lower than
the mean of perceived risk for respondents who had to invest €10,000. Their perceived risk
was 3.86 (SD = 1.02). This difference in means indicates that people who had to invest more
money perceived more risk. However, this difference was not found to be significant, as
F(1,125) = .257, p = .603.
When only the questions about financial risk were considered, the difference
between the group that had to invest €500 and the group that had to invest €10,000 was still
not significant, as F(1,126) = .116, p = .734. Based on Mitchell and Greatorex (1993), it was
expected that a difference in financial investment would have a significant effect on
perceived risk; however, this was not the case in the present study. What can be concluded
from these results is that the manipulation of the financial investment to affect perceived
risk did not succeed.
Due to the absence of significance in the effect of manipulation, the group of
respondents that had to invest €500 and the group that had to invest €10,000 were not
compared. This decision was made because there was minimal distinction in perceived risk
between the groups. Therefore, perceived risk as a metric variable will be used in all the
analyses, without focussing on the amount of investment. The SPSS output of the analyses to
test the manipulation can be found in Appendix D.
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4.2.

Analyses for testing hypotheses

The first hypothesis states that the presence (versus absence) of high-trust music
would increase customers’ trust in the service provider. To test this hypothesis, a MannWhitney U test was conducted because the dataset was not normally distributed: W(131)
=.975, p =.015. In this test, the independent variable was the presence of high-trust
background music in the video. It was either present or there was no background music at
all. The dependent variable was the level of trust in the service provider. The average score
of respondents who had high-trust background music was 4.67 (SD = .77), which was slightly
higher than the 4.66 mean of respondents who did not have this music (SD = .87). As can be
seen in Table 1, the effect of high-trust background music was not significant, as U = 1954.5,
z = -.426, p = .670. Therefore, the first hypothesis has been rejected. The SPSS output of the
analyses to test hypothesis 1 can be found in Appendix E.

Test Statisticsa
Trust
Mann-Whitney U

1954.500

Wilcoxon W

4232.500

Z

-.426

Asymp. Sig. (2-tailed)

.670

a. Grouping Variable: Act_mus

Table 1: Mann-Whitney U test: music as independent variable and trust as dependent variable
Note: N = 128

The second hypothesis states that the effect of the presence (versus absence) of
high-trust music on customers’ trust in the service provider is mediated by customers’
feelings of safety. Even though results found that music does not have a significant effect on
customers’ trust, it is still relevant to examine the mediating role of customers’ feelings of
safety. For testing the second hypothesis, model 4 of the SPSS PROCESS macro developed by
Hayes (2017) was used, and 5,000 bootstrap samples applied. The independent variable was
the presence of music. The mediating variable was customers’ feelings of safety, and the
dependent variable was trust. Feelings of safety ranged from 2 to 10; the average for
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respondents who had high-trust background music was 6.08 (SD = 1.54), while the average
for respondents who did not have background music was 5.59 (SD = 1.78).
As already tested with the aforementioned Mann-Whitney U test, the presence of
high-trust music did not have a significant effect on customers’ trust. This is the c-path, and
it proved not significant, as U = 1954.5, z = -.426, p =.670. Model 4 of the SPSS macro (Hayes,
2017) accounted for the indirect effect of music on customers’ trust, and it included the
mediating effect of customers’ feelings of safety. When this mediating effect was accounted
for, the c-path was measured. This path was still not significant, as B = -.08, SE = 0.15, p =.57.
Music was not proven to have a significant effect on customers’ feelings of safety
either, as B = .49, SE = .31, p = .12. The positive coefficient indicates that the presence of
high-trust music leads to a slight increase in customers’ feelings of safety, with the absence
of music coded as a 0-score and the presence of high-trust music as a 1-score. Overall, the
effect of music on customers’ feelings of safety, which is the a-path, was not significant.
In comparison, the effect of customers’ feelings of safety on customers’ trust was
positive and significant, as B = .13, SE = .04, p = .005. The positive coefficient means that
customers trust the service more when they feel safe. The effect of customers’ feelings of
safety on customers’ trust, which is the b-path, was positive and significant.
Lastly, the effect of customers’ feelings of safety as a mediating variable was
measured. The effect was positive, with an effect score of .06 (SE = .05). The bootstrap lower
limit confidence interval (BootLLCI) was -.012, and the bootstrap upper limit confidence
interval (BootULCI) was .184. Zero fell within the 95% bootstrap confidence interval, which
means that the effect was not significant; the indirect effect of the presence of high-trust
music on customers’ trust in the service provider with customers’ feelings of safety as
mediating variable, was not significant. Therefore, hypothesis 2 has been rejected. The SPSS
output of the analyses to test hypothesis 2 can be found in Appendix F.
The third and last hypothesis states that the degree of perceived service risk
moderates the effect of high-trust music (versus absence of high-trust music) on customers’
feelings of safety in the service provider. Furthermore, it states that this effect of music is
stronger for services with a higher degree of perceived risk. Perceived risk ranged from 1 to
6.5; the average response from respondents who had to invest €500 was 3.77 (SD = .92),
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while the average response from respondents who had to invest €10.000 was 3.86 (SD =
1.02).
For testing the third hypothesis, model 7 of the SPSS PROCESS macro developed by
Hayes (2017) was used. The independent variable was the presence of high-trust music
(versus no music). The mediating variable was customers’ feelings of safety, the moderating
variable was perceived risk and the dependent variable was trust.
As already tested with the aforementioned model 4 PROCESS macro, the presence of
high-trust music had no significant effect on customers’ feelings of safety (B = .49, SE = .31, p
= .12). The benefit of using model 7 of the SPSS PROCESS macro (Hayes, 2017) is that it
analyse the interaction effect of perceived risk with background music on feelings of safety.
Perceived risk significantly affected customers’ feelings of safety, as B = -.86, SE =
0.21, p < .001. The negative regression coefficient means that customers felt safer when
they perceived less risk. This was as expected. The interaction effect of perceived risk on the
relationship of music with feelings of safety was not significant, as the zero was between the
95% confidence interval of -.09 and .08. The effect was -.001, with a standard error of .04.
The third hypothesis is about this interaction effect; because the effect was not significant,
the third hypothesis has been rejected. The SPSS output of the analyses to test hypothesis 3
can be found in Appendix G.
The path coefficients can be seen in Figure 2. Only the effect of customers’ feeling of
safety on customers’ trust in the service provider is significant.
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Figure 2: Path coefficients outlining the relationships in the conceptual model
Note: *p <.01

4.3.

Additional tests

After obtaining the results for the three hypotheses, additional tests were carried
out. Both the analytical approach and the results of these analyses will be discussed below.
The goal of the first additional test was to examine whether the effect of background
music on customers’ trust differs if only respondents who consciously heard the presence (or
absence) of music were considered in the analysis. This perception was measured by
comparing the video that the respondent viewed (high-trust background music versus no
music) with their answer to the question, ‘Did you hear background music in the video?’. Of
the respondents who viewed the video with high-trust background music, only the
respondents who consciously heard music were taken into account in this analysis. Of the
respondents who viewed the video without background music, only the respondents who
consciously noticed that they did not hear any music were taken into account. An
independent samples t-test was used for comparing these two groups of respondents.
Initially, the mean of respondents who had high-trust background music was slightly
higher than the mean of respondents who did not have this music (4.67 vs. 4.66, p = .674).
There were 42 respondents who consciously heard no background music. These respondents
were coded with a 0-score and had an average trust score of 4.57 (SD = .92). There were 39
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respondents who consciously heard background music, of which 38 responses were valid.
These responses were coded with a 1-score and had an average trust score of 4.69 (SD =
.79). In this situation, the effect of background music was as expected; it increased the
customers’ trust. However, this effect was still not significant, as p = .680.
The goal of the second additional test was to examine whether perceived risk has a
significant effect on customers’ trust in the service provider. A linear regression was
calculated to predict customers’ trust based on perceived risk. A significant regression
equation was found (F(1,124) = 37.681, p <.001), with an R² of .233. Respondents predicted
trust in the service provider as equal to 6.227 - 0.406(risk). This means that respondents who
perceived less risk had more trust in the service provider.
Lastly, multiple tests were done to measure any significant differences between
demographic data. For gender, the difference on trust was measured with a Mann-Whitney
U test, while trust is not normally distributed. There was found a significant difference on
the variable Trust, as U = 1507.5, z = -2.458, p = .014. The average score of men (M = 4.48,
SD = .82) is significantly lower than the average score of women (M = 4.85, SD = .78). For
feelings of safety and perceived risk, differences were measured with multiple independentsamples T tests, while these variables are normally distributed. No significant differences
have been found between gender on the variables feelings of safety and perceived risk.
For age groups, a Kruskal Wallist test was carried out to measure the differences in
feeling of safety. This test was chosen because it can compare the means of multiple groups
with a non-normal dataset. Significant differences between age groups were found, as H(4) =
13.738, p = .008. The order in scores on trust is from lowest to highest as follows; (1) till 17
years old, (2) above 60 years old, (3) 30 to 44 years old, (4) 45 to 60 years old, (5) 18 to 29
years old. After inspecting the means plot, it can be noticed that especially the group from
18 to 29 years old is different from the rest. The group till 17 years old is quite different from
the rest too, but this is based on just one respondent. For testing the differences between
age groups in feelings of safety and perceived risk, an ANOVA was carried out. An ANOVA is
chosen while feelings of safety and perceived risk are normally distributed. Again, no
significant differences were found on these variables.
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For levels of education, the same test were carried out as for comparing the age
groups. No significant differences were found for trust, feelings of safety and perceived risk.
Lastly, for employment statuses, the same test were carried out as for comparing the
age groups and levels of education. The only significant difference that was found, was the
difference in trust in the service provider, as H(3) = 11.810, p = .008. The order in scores on
trust is from lowest to highest as follows; (1) incapacitated, (2) fulltime job, (3) part-time job,
(4) student. After inspecting the means plot, it can be noticed that especially the group
incapacitated is different from the rest. Even though this group is based on just one
respondents, this group is significantly different. The SPSS output of the additional analyses
can be found in Appendix H.

5. Conclusion and discussion
The goal of this thesis was to investigate whether the presence (versus absence) of
high-trust music in a virtual and digital service encounter affects customers’ trust in the
service provider, and whether this effect is mediated by customers’ feelings of safety.
Moreover, different levels of perceived service risk were accounted for, and the thesis
examined whether different levels of perceived service risk moderate the outlined effect. To
this end, the following research questions were formulated:
What is the relationship between the presence of high-trust music in service
environments and customers’ trust in the service provider? How is this relationship
mediated by customers’ feelings of safety? Lastly, to what extent does this relationship differ
in high levels of perceived risk settings compared to low levels of perceived risk settings?
It was hypothesized that the presence (versus absence) of high-trust music in a
service environment would increase customers’ trust in the service provider. The results
show that the presence of high-trust music does not have a significant effect on customers’
trust in the service provider. Therefore, hypothesis 1 has been rejected. Customers’ feelings
of safety did not significantly mediate the relationship between background music and trust.
Therefore, hypothesis 2 has been rejected. Furthermore, hypothesis 3 has been rejected, as
perceived risk did not have a significant interaction effect on the relationship between music
and customers’ feelings of safety. Further analyses were conducted to examine whether the
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amount of financial investment had a significant effect on perceived risk. In contradiction
with expectations based on other literature (Mitchell & Greatorex, 1993), the amount of
financial investment did not have a significant effect on perceived risk. As an additional
analysis, the effect of music on customers’ trust was tested again; however, this time, only
respondents who consciously heard or did not hear music were considered. This test did not
have a significant result. Lastly, the direct effect of perceived risk was tested: this effect was
significant, with a p value smaller than .001.
In answer to the research question, the results show that the presence of high-trust
music in service environments does not significantly affect trust. This relationship is not
significantly mediated by customers’ feelings of safety. Furthermore, the effect of music on
customers’ feelings of safety does not differ between high levels of perceived risk and low
levels of perceived risk.

5.1.

Theoretical implications

Although relatively few studies on the effect of music in service settings exist, it was
plausible that the presence of high-trust music would positively affect customers’ trust in the
service provider. This was based on research evaluating the effect of music on people in
general, the effect of music on customers specifically and the effect of music in service
settings.
Based on personal communication with Dr. M. Imschloss, high-trust music was
conceptualized as a sound that conveys trust. It is true that music can improve the various
behavioural, emotional and cognitive responses of customers (Jain & Bagdare, 2011).
Therefore, it was expected that high-trust music would lead to an increase in trust. Lastly,
the intangibility of services can lead to evaluation problems for customers because physical
evidence of services is missing (Pleger Bebko, 2000). Based on Hoffman and Turley (2002),
this problem could be diminished by music, as music could provide evidence that assists
customers in making evaluations. It was expected that this musical evidence would lead to
an increase in trust.
It was expected that the presence of high-trust music would lead to an increase in
customers’ trust in service employees. Therefore, it was remarkable that the presence of
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high-trust music in the background did not significantly increase customers’ trust. There are
a number of possible explanations as to why no significant relationship between background
music and customers’ trust was found.
The first explanation could be that the music used in the present study did not
convey trust in the Netherlands, while it did convey trust in the German study of Monika
Imschloss (unpublished). The high-trust music was tested in a German study and was found
to significantly affect trust. It was expected that this high-trust music sample would convey
trust if it was used for Dutch respondents, as Germany and the Netherlands are culturally
similar (Cuddy et al., 2009). However, this was not the case in the present study. This could
be explained by the study of Boal-Palheiros and Hargreaves (2001), in which the researchers
found that there are significant differences between European counties in their responses to
music. Therefore, it could be reasoned that the specific high-trust music sample used did not
convey trust to the Dutch respondents.
The second explanation as to why no significant relationship between background
music and customers’ trust was found is that the study did not occur in a physical service
setting, but rather in a digital setting. In their article, Ballantyne and Nilsson (2017) argue
that physical service settings differ from digital service settings in various ways, including the
way in which music can be used. They argue that there are major changes in the design of
services; the use of background music in physical settings is being replaced by musical
options and sound effects in the digital setting. This indicates that it is likely that the
presence of high-trust music can significantly improve customers’ trust in physical settings,
but this does not apply for digital settings, such as the one used in the present study.
Regarding the second hypothesis, it was expected that high-trust background music
would affect customers’ feelings of safety based on a previous study regarding this
relationship (Sayin et al., 2015). This was not the case in the present study. A possible
explanation for this is that the relationship is moderated or mediated by variables not
considered in this thesis. The context of the research of Sayin et al. (2015) is quite different
from the present study. Sayin et al. (2015) studied people’s feelings of safety in public
spaces, such as car parks and metro stations, while this present thesis studied people in
digital service settings. The research contexts are different in these two studies; this could
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mean that different moderating or mediating variables are involved. These variables could
affect the relationship between music and customers’ feelings of safety.
Regarding the third hypothesis, it was found that perceived risk had no significant
interaction effect on the relationship of the presence (versus absence) of high-trust music
and customers’ feelings of safety, so perceived risk was rejected as a moderating variable.
Alternately, perceived risk does have a significant effect on customers’ trust in the service
provider. Customers feel significantly safer when they perceive less risk. From these results,
it may be concluded that the importance of high-trust background music does not diminish
or increase for high-risk services or low-risk services. However, low levels of perceived risk
are important antecedents for customers to trust the service provider.
Regarding the manipulation test, the amount of financial investment did not affect
the perceived risk significantly. This could be explained by the fact that financial investment
is only one factor in risk perception. Other factors, such as attitude, risk sensitivity and
specific fears are explanatory variables holding a much greater effect on perceived risk
(Sjöberg, 2000). This could explain why the financial investment did not have a significant
effect on perceived risk.

5.2.

Recommendations for future research

Further research should be conducted examining whether the proposed relationships
in this study are significant overall, or if they are only significant in the study design of this
thesis. Furthermore, researching which variables, aside from the proposed variables in this
thesis, could affect the relationship between background music and customers’ trust could
be beneficial.
The effectiveness of the high-trust music sample in other contexts should be studied.
Further studies should examine the effect of a music sample proven to be effective in the
Netherlands on customers’ trust in the Dutch service industry. The effectiveness of the music
sample used in this thesis must be tested on Dutch customers, and a new music sample that
conveys trust to Dutch customers must be created.
Another are of interest would be to research high-trust music in a transnational
context. In this way, the differences in responses to high-trust music would be made clear
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between countries. This would be primarily important for multinational companies; they
would be able to know if they should adjust their background music between countries, or if
they can use the same high-trust music sample across countries.
In addition, future research should examine the difference in the effect of
background music in physical settings when compared to digital settings. As studied by
Ballantyne and Nilsson (2017), the use of background music in physical settings is being
replaced by the use of musical options and sound effects in digital settings. This does not
necessarily mean that background music cannot have any influence in digital settings, but it
does indicate that the effect will likely be different (just as the service environment is
different). Furthermore, it would be interesting to study whether these new musical options
and sound effects can convey trust, or if this characteristic is solely possible for background
music in physical settings.
The possible indirect effect of background music on trust with customers’ feelings of
safety as mediating variable should be explored in a study where the total effect of music on
trust is significant. In this way, whether customers’ feelings of safety are a significant
mediating variable in the relationship between background music and trust could be
examined. This aspect could not be proven or excluded after this study, and the total effect
of background music on customers’ trust was not found to be significant.
Furthermore, the effect of other variables on the relationship of background music to
trust could be further studied.
One could study the effect of pop music on customers’ trust. In their article,
Garivaldis and Moss (2007) mention that recognizable music could promote trust in another
person in that environment. This is just hypothesized and is not actually studied in their
article; therefore, this hypothesis could be examined in future research. The results of this
study could reveal that unfamiliar high-trust music samples (like the sample of this study)
can convey trust and that pop music can convey trust too.
It would also be interesting to research if the effect of music on customers’ trust
differs between services. In the present study, there were two scenarios, but both scenarios
had to do with the services of a financial adviser. One could compare scenarios where the
study design is alike, but where, for example, a restaurant, a hairdresser, a financial adviser
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and a child day-care service are all compared. These services are found to have significantly
different characteristics (Mitchell and Greatorex, 1993). Therefore, the effect of music could
vary significantly between the services.
Lastly, further research should be performed as to whether other atmospheric cues
can affect customers’ trust. For example, future research could examine whether a specific
colour, scent or lightning in a service environment can convey trust. If so, it would mean that
service providers are not merely bound to music when they strive to convey trust to their
customers, but that they have a variety of options for conveying this trust.

5.3.

Practical implications

Regarding the hypotheses, no significant effects were found. This does not mean that
the use of background music is not relevant for digital service providers, but just not in the
service context of the present study. Furthermore, this thesis does not disprove studies that
found the effect of background music in physical settings to be significant; it is likely that the
effect of music differs in physical settings compared to digital settings. Therefore, physical
service stores should keep using high-trust background music to build customers’ trust in the
service provider.
For the other analyses, two significant effects were found. Perceived risk and
customers’ feelings of safety were found to have a significant direct effect on customers’
trust in the service provider. Perceived risk was negatively correlated with customers’ trust,
which means that low levels of perceived risk lead to more trust in the service provider. This
indicates that service providers should do their best to decrease the customers’ perception
of risk. The opposite applies for customers’ feelings of safety. Customers’ feelings of safety
were positively correlated with customers’ trust. This indicates that service providers must
make the customer feel safe in order to receive more trust from the customer. This may be
accomplished by offering the customer a cup of coffee or by having a short, informal talk
with the customer before offering the service.

5.4.

Limitations

Regardless of its value, this thesis contains serval limitations. Most of these
limitations relate to the study design.
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First, because of COVID-19 restrictions, the study had to be performed digitally
instead of physically. The online survey contained a scenario that mentioned what the
service would look like and who the service provider was. Respondents did not actually see
the service provider, so the respondent was forced to imagine the provider and decide
whether they would trust their imagined service provider or not. Furthermore, the
respondents had to imagine the service environment in which they were placed. Therefore,
the results of this study can differ from an actual service.
Second, the sketched scenario may have been too unrealistic and unfamiliar for the
respondents. In the scenario, the respondent had to invest capital based on the advice of a
financial adviser. This scenario is probably unknown for most respondents, as the majority of
the respondents were students (52.3%). Students belong to the groups that engage financial
advisers the least (West, 2012), which would mean that, for many respondents, the scenario
was unrealistic. This makes it difficult for the respondent to imagine what their reactions
would be in the sketched scenario, especially when the scenario contains imaginary aspects.
Even though pre-tests were done with both students and non-students, it is suspected that
the chosen scenarios were a limitation. This limitation could be solved by using a more
familiar service and setting, such as a haircut at a salon or a meal at a restaurant.
Furthermore, it was found that there is no indirect effect of music on trust with
customers’ feelings of safety as mediating variable. This does not mean that customers’
feelings of safety is not a mediating variable, as the absence of a total effect automatically
leads to the absence of any possible indirect effect. Therefore, this study is limited in
examining the mediating effect of customers’ feelings of safety, can still be significant if the
effect of high-trust music on trust would be significant.
The sample size posed a limitation as well. The sample size of 132 was marginally
higher than the minimal required sample size (128) for a study with a between-subject
design and two groups. The two groups studied in this design were the group that had hightrust background music in the video and the group that did not have any music in the video.
The small sample size forced this study to be a between-subject design with two groups
instead of a 2x2 between-subject design, which would require a sample size of 158.
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This study could not have had a 2x2 between-subject design because the
manipulation was not found to be significant. However, the study was already forced to
exclude the comparison of respondents who were asked to invest €500 versus €10,000 due
to the small sample size. Moreover, the sample size limited this study because a study with a
relatively small sample size produces broad confidence intervals and, therefore, less precise
results (Hackshaw, 2008). For example, the small sample size may have affected the
confidence interval of the mediating effect of customers’ feelings of safety, which has a
lower limit of -.01 and an upper limit of.18. When this confidence interval is narrower, both
limits can be above zero, which would mean that the indirect effect is significant.
Unfortunately, this was not the case in the present study, and thus the indirect effect was
found to be insignificant.
Lastly, and partially related to the abovementioned, this study was limited because
the manipulation test was not found to be significant. Therefore, the study was bound to a
between-subject design with just two groups instead of a 2x2 between-subject design, even
if there was a larger sample size.
In conclusion, this thesis contributes to literature despite the fact that all hypotheses
were rejected. This was the first study that examined the possible indirect effect of hightrust background music in service settings with customers’ feelings of safety as mediating
variable. Furthermore, this was the first study that examined the mediating role of perceived
risk in the abovementioned effect. This thesis contributes to the literature regarding the
effect of high-trust music on customers by demonstrating that high-trust music does not
have a significant effect in every service context. It paves the way for future research to
examine the effect of high-trust music across counties and the possible differences of this
music in physical versus digital service settings.

6. Self-reflection
First, my personal strengths regarding the master’s thesis process will be discussed.
The first strength that contributed to my successful completion of this master’s thesis was
that I was assigned to a subject in which I am interested: ‘In music we trust’. Even though
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this subject was not my initial first choice, I am interested in music and its relation to trust,
which made me intrinsically motivated to study the literature about the subject.
Another strength contributing to my master’s thesis is the contact and the
relationships that I had with my supervisor and my fellow students. Dr. Monika Imschloß was
helpful and supportive in my research process and, looking back, she was crucial to the
successful completion of my master’s thesis. Furthermore, my fellow students helped me
face both small and large problems in the process of writing my master’s thesis. This is
especially true in the discussions I had with the students who were also assigned the subject
‘In music we trust’: Kim Cao Bao and Stan Waaijer.
Along with these strengths, I also found weaknesses regarding my master’s thesis
process. The first personal weakness was my minor dislike towards writing scientific
research. I love to study, read and participate in academic courses; however, the writing of
scientific research itself does not motivate me. It was often hard for me to focus on my
thesis, especially when I had other courses that I preferred spending my time on.
The required scientific argumentation was another weakness of mine. I found it
difficult to write scientifically and to build towards my hypotheses in a scientific way.
Sometimes, I wanted to base my arguments on my own assumptions and reasoning instead
of on scientific literature. For this reason, not all of my arguments were scientifically
plausible at first.
These challenges have made me proud to complete my master’s thesis. I experienced
multiple ups and downs, but, thanks to the people around me and my own willpower, I look
back on this time as an accomplishment.
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Appendices
Appendix A: Survey
Introduction of the survey
Dear Sir / Madam,
Thank you for participating in this survey! My name is Ruben van den Broek and I am
currently studying Marketing at the Radboud University in Nijmegen. The goal of this
research and this master's thesis is to learn more about possible important factors in
services.
Filling in the questionnaire will take 5-10 minutes. Participation is completely voluntary and
anonymous. In addition, you can stop with the questionnaire at any time. Your information
will not be stored then.
Your data will only be used for this research

Do you agree that your data will be used for this research?

Introduction of the video
The video you will watch will explain what a financial advisor can do for you.
Would you like to watch this video completely and attentively?
After the video, a short scenario will be described in which a financial advisor makes an
offer.

When you watch the video on a mobile device, you can click on the square at the bottom
right of the video. This will cause the video to play in full screen.

Scenarios
You have just watched a video about what a financial advisor (like Karin herself) can do for
you.
As an advisor, Karin proposes an investment plan of €10,000.
You have to invest €10,000 in this investment plan. Karin wants to get a higher return from
your assets by investing this €10,000 than the interest that a bank will give you.
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Note: exactly the same scenario was sketched with an investment of €500

Questions about feelings of safety
Answers could be given on a ten-point semantic differential scale

Indicate how you would feel if you would accept Karin’s offer
-

Worried versus carefree

-

Tense versus relaxed

-

Comfortable versus uncomfortable

-

Safe versus unsafe

Questions about trust in the service provider
Answers could be given on a seven-point Likert scale ranging from strongly disagree to
strongly agree.
The following questions are about the financial adviser herself. State your opinion about the
financial adviser.
-

I believe what this service provider says and that she would not try to take advantage
of the customer

-

She is straightforward and honest even though her interests are involved

-

The service provider is reliable because she is mainly concerned with the customers’
interests, rather than her own

-

Generally speaking, you do not have to worry at all in dealing with her

-

Anyone could completely trust this service provider

-

The service provider would tell a lie if she could gain by it

-

She has standards regarding honesty and morality and would stick to them in a
difficult situation

-

This service provider can be trusted: she really looks out for the customer.

Questions about perceived risk
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Answers could be given on a seven-point Likert scale ranging from strongly disagree to
strongly agree.
The following questions are about accepting the offer.
-

I think that I will lose money if I accept this service

-

If I accept this service, I would think that the financial investment that I would make
would be wise

-

If I accept this service, I would be concerned that I would not get my money’s worth.

-

The thought of purchasing this service makes me feel uncomfortable

-

I am afraid of feeling dissatisfied or frustrated when I accept this service. Neither of
these statements were reverse worded.

-

On the whole, considering all factors combined, I would say that it is risky to accept
this service offer.

Questions about the manipulation
Did you watch the whole video attentively?
-

Answer options were: Yes, a little or no

Which amount of money did you have to invest in the investment plan?
-

The question could be answered with an amount of money or I don’t know

Did you hear background music in the video?
-

Answer options were: Yes, no, or I don’t know

Questions about the demographics
What is your gender?
-

Answer options were: Man, woman or other/I prefer not to say

What is your age?
-

Answer options were: 17 years or younger, 18-29, 30-44, 45-60 or 61 years or older
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What is your highest level of education?
-

Answer options were: Primary school, secondary school, post-secondary vocational
education, university of applied sciences or university

What is your employment status?
-

Answer options were: Student, part-time job, fulltime job, unemployed,
incapacitated, retired

The end of the survey
Hartelijk dank voor uw deelname aan dit onderzoek. The actual goal of the questionnaire is
to examine whether background music affect customers’ trust in a service provider.
Furthermore, perceived risk and feelings of safety were tested.
If you have any questions, you can email me at r.m.vandenbroek@student.ru.nl. If you
would like to receive the results of the thesis, you can email me too.
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Appendix B: Reliability analyses
Reliability analysis of feelings of safety items
Reliability Statistics
Cronbach's
Alpha Based on
Cronbach's

Standardized

Alpha

Items
.832

N of Items
.834

4

Case Processing Summary
N
Cases

Valid
Excludeda
Total

%
116

87.9

16

12.1

132

100.0

a. Listwise deletion based on all variables in the
procedure.

Item-Total Statistics
Squared

Cronbach's

Scale Mean if

Scale Variance

Corrected Item-

Multiple

Alpha if Item

Item Deleted

if Item Deleted

Total Correlation

Correlation

Deleted

Safety_1

17.91

26.260

.643

.584

.795

Safety_2

17.97

25.007

.659

.605

.790

Safety_3

16.97

26.930

.706

.753

.770

Safety_4

17.22

27.440

.642

.733

.796

Reliability analysis of trust items
Case Processing Summary
N
Cases

Valid
Excludeda
Total

%
131

99.2

1

.8

132

100.0

a. Listwise deletion based on all variables in the
procedure.
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Reliability Statistics
Cronbach's
Alpha Based on
Cronbach's

Standardized

Alpha

Items
.865

N of Items
.878

8

Item-Total Statistics
Squared

Cronbach's

Scale Mean if

Scale Variance

Corrected Item-

Multiple

Alpha if Item

Item Deleted

if Item Deleted

Total Correlation

Correlation

Deleted

Trust_1

31.80

38.222

.733

.573

.835

Trust_2

32.20

39.622

.656

.502

.844

Trust_3

32.08

37.262

.723

.580

.835

Trust_4

32.21

39.000

.669

.494

.842

Trust_5

32.81

39.986

.654

.500

.844

Trust_6

32.61

44.655

.191

.085

.904

Trust_7

32.28

40.635

.718

.573

.840

Trust_8

32.20

38.606

.758

.662

.833

Reliability analysis of risk items
Case Processing Summary
N
Cases

Valid

%
130

98.5

2

1.5

132

100.0

Excludeda
Total

a. Listwise deletion based on all variables in the
procedure.

Reliability Statistics
Cronbach's
Alpha Based on
Cronbach's

Standardized

Alpha

Items
.835

N of Items
.835

6
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Item-Total Statistics
Squared

Cronbach's

Scale Mean if

Scale Variance

Corrected Item-

Multiple

Alpha if Item

Item Deleted

if Item Deleted

Total Correlation

Correlation

Deleted

Risk_1

19.57

28.232

.521

.336

.825

Risk_2

19.95

28.206

.599

.384

.812

Risk_3

18.86

26.260

.612

.417

.808

Risk_4

19.14

24.802

.699

.494

.789

Risk_5

19.27

26.989

.526

.343

.826

Risk_6

19.25

24.640

.710

.523

.787
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Appendix C: Testing assumptions
Assumption of normality of trust
Case Processing Summary
Cases
Valid
N
Trust

Missing
Percent

131

N

Total

Percent

99.2%

1

N

0.8%

Percent
132

100.0%

Tests of Normality
Kolmogorov-Smirnova
Statistic
Trust

Df

.087

Shapiro-Wilk
Sig.

131

.018

Statistic

df

.975

Sig.
131

.015

a. Lilliefors Significance Correction

Homogeneity Test of Trust with music as independent variable

Tests of Homogeneity of Variances
Levene Statistic
Trust

df1

df2

Sig.

Based on Mean

1.777

1

129

.185

Based on Median

1.398

1

129

.239

Based on Median and with

1.398

1

127.298

.239

1.565

1

129

.213

adjusted df
Based on trimmed mean
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Assumption of linearity

Assumption of homoscedasticity
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Assumption of the absence of multicollinearity (tolerance values were used)

Coefficientsa
Standardized
Unstandardized Coefficients
Model
1

2

B
(Constant)

Std. Error
3.860

.400

Act_mus

.002

.159

Safety

.135

.048

6.466

.555

.070

.139

Safety

-.013

Risk

-.474

(Constant)
Act_mus

Coefficients
Beta

Collinearity Statistics
t

Sig.

Tolerance

VIF

9.649

.000

.001

.014

.988

.980

1.021

.261

2.819

.006

.980

1.021

11.656

.000

.041

.502

.617

.973

1.027

.049

-.025

-.268

.789

.728

1.373

.079

-.564

-6.036

.000

.728

1.373

a. Dependent Variable: Trust

Assumption of the absence of outliers
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Appendix D: Manipulation test
Assumptions tests
Case Processing Summary
Cases
Valid
N
Risk

Missing
Percent

127

N

Total

Percent

98.4%

2

N

1.6%

Percent
129

100.0%

Tests of Normality
Kolmogorov-Smirnova
Statistic
Risk

Df

.085

Shapiro-Wilk
Sig.

127

Statistic

.026

Df

.988

Sig.
127

.367

a. Lilliefors Significance Correction

Tests of Homogeneity of Variances
Levene Statistic
Risk

df1

df2

Sig.

Based on Mean

.237

1

125

.627

Based on Median

.294

1

125

.589

Based on Median and with

.294

1

122.557

.589

.216

1

125

.643

adjusted df
Based on trimmed mean

Tests for the effect of the manipulation
Descriptives
Risk
95% Confidence Interval for Mean
N

Mean

Std. Deviation

Std. Error

Lower Bound

Upper Bound

Minimum

Maximum

500

62

3.7715

.91846

.11664

3.5383

4.0047

2.00

6.50

10000

65

3.8615

1.02129

.12668

3.6085

4.1146

1.00

6.17

Total

127

3.8176

.96965

.08604

3.6473

3.9879

1.00

6.50
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ANOVA
Risk
Sum of Squares
Between Groups

df

Mean Square

.257

1

.257

Within Groups

118.211

125

.946

Total

118.469

126

F

Sig.
.272

.603

ANOVA
Financial_risk
Sum of Squares
Between Groups

df

Mean Square

.110

1

.110

Within Groups

119.750

126

.950

Total

119.860

127

F

Sig.
.116

.734
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Appendix E: Hypothesis 1
Mean and standard deviation of trust based on presence of music

Statistics
Trust
no

N

Valid

61

Missing

yes

0

Mean

4.6639

Median

4.7500

Std. Deviation

.87039

Range

3.38

Minimum

2.63

Maximum

6.00

N

Valid

67

Missing

1

Mean

4.6735

Median

4.7500

Std. Deviation

.76808

Range

4.25

Minimum

2.50

Maximum

6.75

Results of Mann-Whitney U test
Descriptive Statistics
N

Mean

Std. Deviation

Minimum

Maximum

Trust

128

4.6689

.81518

2.50

6.75

Act_mus

129

.53

.501

0

1
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Appendix F: Hypothesis 2
Mean and standard deviation of feeling of safety based on the presence of music

Statistics
Safety
no

N

Valid
Missing

7

Mean

5.5972

Median

5.6250

Std. Deviation

yes

54

1.77669

Range

8.00

Minimum

2.00

Maximum

10.00

N

Valid
Missing

60
8

Mean

6.0833

Median

6.0000

Std. Deviation

1.53812

Range

6.75

Minimum

3.25

Maximum

10.00

Model 4 PROCESS macro (Hayes, 2017)
Run MATRIX procedure:
**************** PROCESS Procedure for SPSS Version 3.5.3 ****************
Written by Andrew F. Hayes, Ph.D.
www.afhayes.com
Documentation available in Hayes (2018). www.guilford.com/p/hayes3
**************************************************************************
Model : 4
Y : Trust
X : Act_mus
M : Safety
Sample
Size: 113
**************************************************************************
OUTCOME VARIABLE:
Safety
Model Summary
R
.1475

R-sq
.0217

MSE
2.7637

F
2.4671

df1
1.0000

df2
111.0000

p
.1191

Model

60

coeff
5.5972
.4918

constant
Act_mus

se
.2262
.3131

t
24.7413
1.5707

p
.0000
.1191

LLCI
5.1489
-.1286

ULCI
6.0455
1.1122

**************************************************************************
OUTCOME VARIABLE:
Trust
Model Summary
R
.2623

R-sq
.0688

MSE
.6087

F
4.0622

df1
2.0000

df2
110.0000

p
.0199

Model
constant
Act_mus
Safety

coeff
3.9987
-.0842
.1268

se
.2710
.1486
.0445

t
14.7560
-.5671
2.8465

p
.0000
.5718
.0053

LLCI
3.4616
-.3786
.0385

ULCI
4.5357
.2102
.2151

************************** TOTAL EFFECT MODEL ****************************
OUTCOME VARIABLE:
Trust
Model Summary
R
.0137

R-sq
.0002

MSE
.6476

F
.0209

df1
1.0000

df2
111.0000

p
.8854

Model
constant
Act_mus

coeff
4.7083
-.0219

se
.1095
.1516

t
42.9934
-.1445

p
.0000
.8854

LLCI
4.4913
-.3222

ULCI
4.9253
.2784

************** TOTAL, DIRECT, AND INDIRECT EFFECTS OF X ON Y **************
Total effect of X on Y
Effect
se
-.0219
.1516

t
-.1445

p
.8854

LLCI
-.3222

ULCI
.2784

c_ps
-.0273

Direct effect of X on Y
Effect
se
-.0842
.1486

t
-.5671

p
.5718

LLCI
-.3786

ULCI
.2102

c'_ps
-.1051

Indirect effect(s) of X on Y:
Effect
BootSE
Safety
.0624
.0506

BootLLCI
-.0127

BootULCI
.1837

Partially standardized indirect effect(s) of X on Y:
Effect
BootSE
BootLLCI
BootULCI
Safety
.0778
.0612
-.0167
.2209
*********************** ANALYSIS NOTES AND ERRORS ************************
Level of confidence for all confidence intervals in output:
95.0000
Number of bootstrap samples for percentile bootstrap confidence intervals:
5000
------ END MATRIX -----
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Appendix G: Hypothesis 3
Mean, standard deviation and range of risk based on the amount of investment

Statistics
Risk
500

N

Valid
Missing

10000

62
1

Mean

3.7715

Median

3.8333

Std. Deviation

.91846

Range

4.50

Minimum

2.00

Maximum

6.50

N

Valid
Missing

65
1

Mean

3.8615

Median

3.8333

Std. Deviation

1.02129

Range

5.17

Minimum

1.00

Maximum

6.17

Model 7 PROCESS macro (Hayes, 2017)
Run MATRIX procedure:
**************** PROCESS Procedure for SPSS Version 3.5.3 ****************
Written by Andrew F. Hayes, Ph.D.
www.afhayes.com
Documentation available in Hayes (2018). www.guilford.com/p/hayes3
**************************************************************************
Model : 7
Y : Trust
X : Act_mus
M : Safety
W : Risk
Sample
Size: 112
**************************************************************************
OUTCOME VARIABLE:
Safety

62

Model Summary
R
.5316

R-sq
.2826

MSE
2.0376

F
14.1808

df1
3.0000

df2
108.0000

p
.0000

Model
constant
Act_mus
Risk
Int_1

coeff
9.0264
.3045
-.8570
-.0111

se
.8400
1.0976
.2068
.2758

Product terms key:
Int_1
:
Act_mus

t
10.7455
.2775
-4.1440
-.0403

x

p
.0000
.7820
.0001
.9679

LLCI
7.3614
-1.8711
-1.2669
-.5578

ULCI
10.6915
2.4802
-.4471
.5356

Risk

Test(s) of highest order unconditional interaction(s):
R2-chng
F
df1
df2
p
X*W
.0000
.0016
1.0000
108.0000
.9679
---------Focal predict: Act_mus (X)
Mod var: Risk
(W)
Data for visualizing the conditional effect of the focal predictor:
Paste text below into a SPSS syntax window and execute to produce plot.
DATA LIST FREE/
Act_mus
Risk
Safety
BEGIN DATA.
.0000
2.8333
6.5982
1.0000
2.8333
6.8713
.0000
3.8333
5.7412
1.0000
3.8333
6.0032
.0000
4.6667
5.0271
1.0000
4.6667
5.2797
END DATA.
GRAPH/SCATTERPLOT=
Risk
WITH
Safety
BY

.

Act_mus

.

**************************************************************************
OUTCOME VARIABLE:
Trust
Model Summary
R
.2579

R-sq
.0665

MSE
.6140

F
3.8847

df1
2.0000

df2
109.0000

p
.0235

Model
constant
Act_mus
Safety

coeff
4.0089
-.0867
.1255

se
.2765
.1497
.0452

t
14.4965
-.5793
2.7797

p
.0000
.5636
.0064

LLCI
3.4608
-.3833
.0360

ULCI
4.5570
.2099
.2150

****************** DIRECT AND INDIRECT EFFECTS OF X ON Y *****************
Direct effect of X on Y
Effect
se
-.0867
.1497

t
-.5793

p
.5636

LLCI
-.3833

ULCI
.2099

Conditional indirect effects of X on Y:
INDIRECT EFFECT:
Act_mus
->
Risk
2.8333
3.8333
4.6667

Safety

Effect
.0343
.0329
.0317

->
BootSE
.0634
.0383
.0441

Trust
BootLLCI
-.0811
-.0369
-.0544

BootULCI
.1799
.1178
.1256

Index of moderated mediation:

63

Risk

Index
-.0014

BootSE
.0413

BootLLCI
-.0926

BootULCI
.0795

Pairwise contrasts between conditional indirect effects (Effect1 minus Effect2)
Effect1
Effect2
Contrast
BootSE
BootLLCI
BootULCI
.0329
.0343
-.0014
.0413
-.0926
.0795
.0317
.0343
-.0026
.0757
-.1697
.1458
.0317
.0329
-.0012
.0344
-.0771
.0663
--*********************** ANALYSIS NOTES AND ERRORS ************************
Level of confidence for all confidence intervals in output:
95.0000
Number of bootstrap samples for percentile bootstrap confidence intervals:
5000
W values in conditional tables are the 16th, 50th, and 84th percentiles.
------ END MATRIX -----
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Appendix H: Additional analyses
Additional analysis 1

Statistics
Trust
0

N

Valid

42

Missing

1

0

Mean

4.5744

Median

4.6875

Std. Deviation

.92107

Range

3.38

Minimum

2.63

Maximum

6.00

N

Valid

39

Missing

1

Mean

4.6923

Median

4.7500

Std. Deviation

.72596

Range

3.38

Minimum

3.13

Maximum

6.50

Ranks
Mus_cor
Trust

N

Mean Rank

Sum of Ranks

no

42

40.44

1698.50

yes

39

41.60

1622.50

Total

81

Test Statisticsa
Trust
Mann-Whitney U
Wilcoxon W

795.500
1698.500

Z
Asymp. Sig. (2-tailed)

-.223
.824

a. Grouping Variable: Mus_cor
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Additional analysis 2

ANOVAa
Model
1

Sum of Squares

df

Mean Square

Regression

19.521

1

19.521

Residual

64.240

124

.518

Total

83.761

125

F
37.681

Sig.
.000b

a. Dependent Variable: Trust
b. Predictors: (Constant), Risk

Model Summaryb
Model

R

R Square

.483a

1

.233

Adjusted R

Std. Error of the

Square

Estimate
.227

.71977

a. Predictors: (Constant), Risk
b. Dependent Variable: Trust

Coefficientsa
Standardized
Unstandardized Coefficients
Model
1

B

Std. Error

(Constant)

6.227

.260

Risk

-.406

.066

Coefficients
Beta

Collinearity Statistics
t

-.483

Sig.

23.911

.000

-6.138

.000

Tolerance

1.000

a. Dependent Variable: Trust
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VIF

1.000

Additional analysis 3: demographic data

Differences in Trust between genders

Statistics
Trust
.

N

Valid

1

Missing

0

Mean

1

4.8750

Minimum

4.88

Maximum

4.88

N

Valid

63

Missing

1

Mean

4.4802

Minimum

2.50

Maximum

6.00

Std. Deviation
2

N

.81574

Valid

64

Missing

0

Mean

4.8516

Minimum

3.13

Maximum

6.75

Std. Deviation

.78391

Test Statisticsa
Trust
Mann-Whitney U

1507.500

Wilcoxon W

3523.500

Z
Asymp. Sig. (2-tailed)

-2.458
.014

a. Grouping Variable: Gender
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Differences in Safety between genders

Differences in Risk between genders

Differences in trust between age groups

Descriptive Statistics
N

Mean

Std. Deviation

Minimum

Maximum

Trust

128

4.6689

.81518

2.50

6.75

Age

129

2.53

.919

1

5

Test Statisticsa,b
Trust
Kruskal-Wallis H

13.738

df
Asymp. Sig.

4
.008

a. Kruskal Wallis Test
b. Grouping Variable: Age
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Statistics
Trust
1

N

Valid

1

Missing

0

Mean

2

3.8750

Minimum

3.88

Maximum

3.88

N

Valid
Missing

Mean
Minimum

2.50

Maximum

6.75

N

Valid
Missing

Mean

11
0

Minimum

3.63

Maximum

5.38

N

Valid
Missing

Mean

.62067
22
0
4.3636

Minimum

2.63

Maximum

5.50

Std. Deviation
5

.78751

4.2955

Std. Deviation
4

1
4.8371

Std. Deviation
3

89

N

.73386

Valid

5

Missing

0

Mean

4.0000

Minimum

2.63

Maximum

5.63

Std. Deviation

1.19242
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Differences in feeling of safety and perceived risk between age groups

ANOVA
Sum of Squares
Trust

Safety

Risk

Between Groups

df

Mean Square

8.969

4

2.242

Within Groups

75.425

123

.613

Total

84.393

127

4.449

4

1.112

Within Groups

309.153

109

2.836

Total

313.601

113

1.814

4

.453

Within Groups

116.655

122

.956

Total

118.469

126

Between Groups

Between Groups

F

Sig.

3.657

.008

.392

.814

.474

.755

Differences in trust between levels of education

Descriptive Statistics
N

Mean

Std. Deviation

Minimum

Maximum

Trust

128

4.6689

.81518

2.50

6.75

Education

129

3.90

.999

1

5
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Test Statisticsa,b
Trust
Kruskal-Wallis H

1.902

df

4

Asymp. Sig.

.754

a. Kruskal Wallis Test
b. Grouping Variable: Education

Differences in feeling of safety and perceived risk between levels of education
ANOVA
Sum of Squares
Safety

Risk

Between Groups

df

Mean Square

F

3.976

3

1.325

Within Groups

309.626

110

2.815

Total

313.601

113

.895

4

.224

Within Groups

117.573

122

.964

Total

118.469

126

Between Groups

Sig.
.471

.703

.232

.920

Differences in trust between employment statuses
Descriptive Statistics
N

Mean

Std. Deviation

Minimum

Maximum

Trust

128

4.6689

.81518

2.50

6.75

Work

129

1.84

.972

1

5

Test Statisticsa,b
Trust
Kruskal-Wallis H

11.810

df
Asymp. Sig.

3
.008

a. Kruskal Wallis Test
b. Grouping Variable: Work
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Differences in feeling of safety and perceived risk between employment statuses
ANOVA
Sum of Squares
Safety

Risk

Between Groups

df

Mean Square

5.062

3

1.687

Within Groups

308.539

110

2.805

Total

313.601

113

4.956

3

1.652

Within Groups

113.512

123

.923

Total

118.469

126

Between Groups

F

Sig.
.602

.615

1.790

.153
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